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Far from scoring a strike,
bowling flick ’Big Lebowski’
rolls a game of gutter balls
See page 5

All in the name of art: Models
disrobe for SJSU students
(Yes, it’s harder than it looks)
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Bicyclist collides with SJSU truck
ByLeah Bower
Start. \X’riter

Bicyclist Michael Manzer was
transported to Valley Medical
Center Monday, after he hit a
truck driven by a student assistant pulling out onto 10th
St reet. according to the San Jose
Police
State
I’mversity
Department.
"The bicyclist was determined to have caused the accident by riding the wrong way on
a one-way street," said iPD Sgt.
John Laws.
The UPD, the San Jose Fire
Department and an ambulance
responded to the ’,Cent’ near the
intersection of 10th and San
Fernando streets.
San Jose State University
sophonvire tidal() Silveira was
driving the SA’S!: Facilities
Development and Operations
truck on official business,
according to Donna Duval. the
logistical services coordinator
and Silveira’s supervisor
"I just came out here tic deliver some cement I was stopped
when he hit his front brakes and
(11(1 all 011(1(1 and bit the truck,"
Silveira said.
An end,’ occurs when a bicycle rider flips head first over the
han(11(4car,
Silveira told police MallZer
11(p1(1114! .1 hhic ;2..tritge bag
ot soda cans in one hand and
steering a th the other Mien he
crashed

A bicyclist riding on the sidewalk hit student assistant Ndalo Silveira as he was exiting the shipping and receiving yard in the 100 block of 10th Street, according to the

Division of tech:
fate undecided
By Asa Bexel
statt WrItta

As pall of 1 re% iew process, two public hearings will be held this month on the proposal to
terminate all eight programs of the San Jose
State University Division of Technoliigy.
The hearings are intended to give teachers.
students and other members of the university, as
well as (nit side communities, a chance to speak
for or against the proposal.
The eight Division of Technology programs
recommended for termination are: industrial
arts. industrial technology, document design and
management, electronics and computer technoliigy, manufacturing systems, quality assurance,
master «f arts in industrial studies and master of
Sec Technology, page 8

University Police Department. Silveira explains his side of the accident to
as the bicyclist was being prepared for transport to Valley Medical Center

a

UPD officer

Manzer was t akin ti the hospital complaining of pain in his
left’ side. according to UPI)
Officer Matt Sticker
A VNIC nursing supervi-cor
said Manzer was treated out
rek ased

Student loan rate formulas irk lenders
By Margaret Bethel
Stan’ Writer

Financial institutions that fund
student loans ;ire liable to leave the
program if a law set to take effect
July 1 is not changed, said Sue
McGrory, manager of sales at San
Francisco’s Sallie Mae office.
Lenders such as Bank of America
don’t like the law’s new formula for
setting rates that they say will
reduce profits. For instance, interest
rates under the new formula are projected to hill from 7.8 percent to 7
percent during the next five years
fin- loans made after June.
"With this decrease on the rate of
return on these loans ... the individual banks have to make a decision
whether they want to continue student loans,- McGrory said.

The U.S. Treasury, however, has
developed a proposal that would still
allow students to pay a lower interest and the banks to get a more profitable formula. The proposal is pending in Congress.
Richard Pfaff, assistant director of
financial aid at San Jose State
University, called the proposal a
compromise because the banks won’t
lose as much as the July 1 law
threatens, and students will still get
significant savings.
"It’s not a huge sum of money.
Students aren’t going to see a major
diffi,rence right away.- Phiff said.
to
According
Treasury
Department data, loans to students
at four-year public colleges average
about $12,000. Passage of the coin
promise proposal would save 111(.111
about WO in interest. On a larger

lilt.y estimate $11 1)1111(41 111
,avings for students who borrow
oer the next five .vears
’:\tivtliingliellis and even small
percentage can accuniulati over
time.- SJS1’ junior Renee Gagnon
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By Peggy Flynn
Stan Writtl

Curriculum requirements are
literally at students’ fingertips.
With the recent release of the.
1998-2000 San Jose State
University Catalog, a searchable, electronic version is also
available to anyone with
Internet access.
to
Thomas
According
Fairbanks, a graphic specialist
in Continuing. Education and
one of the crx.iitors, the. database
is unique..
"We iire the only school in the
nation
maybe even the world
-- that has this," Fairbanks said.
"This will empower anyone to
find complete and accurate. inflirmation."
Due to its database. design,
according to Fairbanks, changes
can be implemented within minutes.
"Now we can have one person
to maintain it and it will be. correct everywhere," Fairbanks
said. "This site is made. up of
hundreds of thousands of hyperlinked web pages."
The welisite offers access to
the catalog, current class sched-

ole, Admissions and Records,
Student
Outreach
and
Continuing Education.
The printed version of the catalog also has a new design.
Vivid, colorful photographs
abound in the first 24 pages,
According to Fairbanks the
"viewbook" provides a real look
at campus life.
From a timeline looking back
at SJSU’s history, to it "day in the
life" of a student, to the many
descriptive "success stork’s," the
viewbmk has it all.
"At how many CSUs can you
intern with Adobe?" Fairbanks
said, referring to the. profile. of
5.151.1
Guillermo
graduate
Faust.
Fausto’s profile includes headings such as "coolest job" (during
attendance at SISUI and "life
after college " A picture shows
Faust() leaning against a sign
with "Adobe" written across it.
SJSU alumnus Sharon Hall
Ilndvrtook the phi)tography for
the. viewbook
"All the piirtraits were picked
to tell a story about SNIT
through the individuals that go
there," said Hall "I just let the
people be themselves."

Hall, who completed a BS in
photojournalism in 1981 and an
MS in conununications in 1993,
said that the. concept of the view book by Dea Nelson, associate
director of Student Outreach,
and Thomas Fairbanks allowed
her photography to stand out.
Craig Kochersberger, graphics
coordinator
in
University
Advancement and the. designer
of the viewbook, said that this
project was one of the most challenging during his &1St/ career.
"We. didn’t want the viewbook
to come across too pretentious,
or
corporate
spiffY,"
Kochersberger said. "We wanted
to give an honest portrayal of
SJSU."
The catalog has new sections
such as "How do I use my SJSU
catalog?" and "Where do I start?"
a map of highlighted areas for
the new student. It also includes
a list of scholarships and
requirements for becoming a
teacher in California. Index
headings on the. far right of catalog pages allow students to
locate various sections without
searching the, index or table of
contents.
The price. of the catalogs is

$10, about $3 more than the
1996-1998 catalog
The increase. isn’t due to the
new viewbook, according tic
Fairbanks, it is because paper
prices have doubled since the
last reprinting
"We’re not here to gouge students," Fairbanks said
Catalogs are usually printed
every two years unless updates
art. warranted.
Ron Duval, VXVC1111VC director
of Spart;111 Shops, said any profit
made from the catalog goy. to
the peutittettim of the tlild Calil

log
"V e.
to write off the emit
Ii gs that don’t get purchased,"
Duval said "Sometimes we end
up with almost 4,000 lilt over"
Accordimr, to 1)uval, this cata
log, which takes effect in August.
is expected to sell well due to
increased
enrollment
Approximately 80,000 have been
printed.
A question remain, Won’t
students forego purchasing a
catalog it they can .1111.SS a tor
free on the Wel)?
"Students still want s1)111(.
thing they can put their hand,
on," Fairbanks said
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Federal computers
make easy targets;
hackers have fun

First amendment
rights don’t support
hate speech attacks
quickest way
The
for an unpopular
and socially offensive writer to silence a
critic is to throw the
First Amendment in his
face.
Granted, it works, but
it does sicken me to see
the racist defects of the
world using such a preMargaret Bethel cious freedom to attack
others based on their
race, gender or sexual
S T.4 F F W’niiru
orientation.
While my disgust
would prompt me to consider censorship of
racist publications as the solution, the realization that the very same amendment that
protects the bigots I detest will protect me,
quickly diminishes that notion.
Recognizing idiots have a right to express
their views, no matter how vulgar and wrong,
is necessary in order to guarantee freedom for
the rest of us.
Last week’s episode with the nine Miami
high schoolers who published a 20-page pamphlet overflowing with racist and tasteless
remarks, including depictions of rapes and
assaults on African-Americans, was enough to
invoke these ideas of censorship and even
prosecution from their principal and Miami
officials.
While the little wretches spent a night in
jail, hate crime charges were dropped.
This is unacceptable.
Freedom of speech does not mean freedom
to applaud atrocities like rape and assault on
somebody.
The First Amendment should not be a
defense fbr condoning violence.
According to the 1942 U.S. Supreme Court
ruling in Chaplinsky vs. New Hampshire,
freedom of speech can be suppressed in the
specific limited areas that are "of such slight
social value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be derived from them is clearly
outweighed by the social interest in order and
morality."
According to an American Civil Liberties
Union essay on hate speech, "How much we
value the right of free speech is put to its
severest test when the speaker is someone we
disagree with most. Speech that deeply
offends our morality or is hostile to our way of
life warrants the same constitutional protection as other speech ... when one of us is
denied this right, all of us are denied."
There is a difference between offensive
speech and savage invitations to violence
against a group.
If those bigots in Miami wanted to express
their redneck views against AfricanAmericans, their freedom of speech should be
protected.
However, the people who use words to condone rape and assault and to wonder, "What
would happen if I shot Dawson (the principal)
in the head?" should be punished and prosecuted.
Margaret Bethel is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Common courtesy has expired in America
g4

I

Don’t get me wrong, I think if the
don’t give a f"k," the lady said. "I
lady had gotten poor service or the servpaid my $7.95 and I’ll sit where I
er had been rude and offensive she has
want to."
every right to complain. But there were
I was in Las Vegas over the weekend
no insults or rude comments thrown her
and that statement was one of the gems
way; she had merely been infin.med that
that flew out of this "lady’s" mouth as
policy stated seats could not be saved for
she argued with the hostess at the MGM
persons who were not in attendance.
Grand buffet.
I was raised with a code of conduct
watching her first verbally
I sat
that said you say "thank you" and
berate the hostess, then the manager "please." You hold the door open for peosecretly wishing the manager would
dump her $7.95 plate over her head, tell Aaron Williams ple man or woman if they are right
behind you. You wait your turn in line,
her to get the hell out of the restaurant
no matter how inconvenient. And you
and to go complain if she felt inclined.
treat others the way you expect to be
But the manager didn’t. She kissed
treated.
this lady’s fat butt, making me sick in
Not any more. Nobody RSVPs any
the process. I felt like throwing eight
bucks at her and telling her to get out, that she was more. Nobody sends thank you notes after receivruining my appetite. Memo to the manager: the ing a gift.
And it’s not just customers, either. I went into
customer is not always right.
The whole scene started when the woman -- Lucky’s to buy dinner the other night and as I waitentered the buffet ed for the checker to finish the order in front of me,
along with two of her friends
telling the hostess that finir more people would be a young boy walked past me and handed the
joining them in about 10 minutes. The. hostess said, cashier a bottle of Coke and a $1 fisid stamp
even though the meals had already been paid for, coupon. She informed him that he must be 18 years
she couldn’t let them sit at a table for seven when old to use fOod stamps. lie walked out.
As she finished the man’s order in front of me,
they only had three members of the party present.
The hostess sat them at a table fir three and the boy’s mother came in through the exit door. She
handed the stamps to the cashier, who gave her the
informed them they could start eating.
The ladies then moved their stuff to a bigger Coke. When I objected, the checker looked at me
table, got their food and sat back down. Then they and said, "It’ll only take a second."
I was livid. I told the checker what I felt, somewere informed that without the rest of the party
present they would have to sit at a smaller table thing I can’t repeat, and paid fin- my stuff and left.
The really bad thing is that I can’t break those
because of the increasing line for the buffet
habits my parents ingrained in my mind so many
approximately 150 people.
That’s when the F-bombs and "bitches" started years ago.
Under today’s system of non -courtesy, I would
flying from the piehole of the lady.
Twenty minutes later I was getting another have a field day. Being 6-fist-4 and 290 pounds
plate of food, when I saw the remaining four mem- would certainly get me my way. I would get whatbers of the party. They had wormed their way up to ever I wanted, I wouldn’t have to wait in line and I
past everybody like myself who had I could be as rude as I wanted to people.
the front
Screw with me and I’d prove that there’s a reawaited patiently in line and demanded to be
son I am Mr. Bad Example.
seated with their friends.
I don’t know what has gone wrong in the past 20
years, but common courtesy is, apparently, a thing
of the past.
Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily managing editor
His column appears II ivy Tuesday.

Cost of living in the valley: student loans don’t pay the way
rl liege students living in Silicon
Valley cannot live off the financial aid they receive, something
California State Treasurer Matt
Fong doesn’t seem to get.
Fong, who is running for the U.S.
Senate, recently came to San Jose
and addressed the state’s affordable
housing crisis.
During his speech, Fong also
brought up the issue of student
loans, emphasizing the $170 million
in bonds provided for student loans.
However, Fong’s office admits
that much of the money from these
loans does not go to the schools in
the University of California or
California State University systems.
Instead, Fong’s office concedes
that the majority of the money for

student loans
goes to private
institutions.
Maybe Fong
is under the
mistaken belief that since we don’t
have to pay the exorbitant tuition
charged by schools such as Stanford
or St. Mary’s, we have lots of extra
money to spend on housing.
What is even worse is that the
state is subsidizing these schools by
giving their students most of the
financial aid.
The fact is that the most students
can receive through student loans in
a year is $10,500. These loans are
supposed to help cover the costs of
tuition, books and living. However,
the average yearly cost to rent a

w hid room
apartment,
according to the
Santa
Clara
County Housing
Authority, is $11,832. Instead of
spending their time studying, students are spending their time working to just afford a place to be able to
study.
Something needs to be done to
ensure that student loans cover the
cost of school and allow students to
focus time on studying.
Perhaps student loans should he
tied to the cost of living for the area
around the campus a student
attends.
It is stupid for the financial aid
system to provide the same amount

EDITORIAL

of funding to students living in San
Jose and, as an example, Chico.
The drastic difference in the cost
of living should be reflected in the
aid students receive.
Fong is obviously trying to bolster
his reputation before the Senate
elections kick into high gear, but if
he really cared about the problems
of students trying to pay their way
through college in the state with the
highest cost of living in the nation,
more financial aid would find its
way into the pockets of UC and CSU
students.
Is that too much to ask considering that these campus systems produce the majority of people who will
be running the state in 20 years?

ately it seems that
more and more
attacks are being
made by "hackers" on federal computers.
Among others, the U.S.
Department of Justice
had its web page vandalized, the CIA was
attacked after a Swedish
Internet service provider
took some hackers to
court, the Air Force had
its pictures replaced with
Vr. R 1. )2
t
pornographic images and S
the
recently
most
Pentagon was the target
of "hackers".
While the Pentagon is not saying much
about these attacks, the fact that it notified the
press seems to support the idea that it’s worried.
This could indeed be a clever ploy by them.
In all the previous attacks, the media were
among the first to be tipped off, usually by
anonymous phone calls.
I would argue that this is part of the
attempt of the various individuals to gain
attention for themselves, their group and
sometimes an issue or protest.
However, who does this and why is really
irrelevant, for the problem the government
has to face is that the security measures it is
taking are simply not sufficient. Its computers
are easy targets.
The deputy secretary of defense himself
stated in a press conference that security protocols for military computers were insufficient.
This, coupled with the prestige and recognition that goes along with breaking into such a
system, has already made the government a
very popular target for the attacks.
A suitable parallel would he if you or I left
our wallets in the middle of the street.
Chances are we would never see them again.
Running around and telling people "we left our
wallets in the street, please don’t take them,"
wouldn’t help either.
The sensible thing, instead, would be not to
leave them there in the first place.
With all the money the government invests
in defense and the information protection
capacity of the military, attacks like this
shouldn’t be an issue.
Even non -military-standard encryption
technology is strong enough to prevent people
from accessing information they’re not supposed to have, and modern software practices
can make this type of encryption simple and
transparent.
While it’s obvious that these are relatively
new technologies and that organizations are
still trying to come to grips with all these new
mediums, it is also important that they be
treated responsibly and that steps are taken to
ensure that they cannot be misused.
This is what not only the government, but
any large-scale. organization that has a need or
wish to protect its infiirmation, must do.
Igor Bilis is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or
Joint of view that has appeared in the Sp irtan
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity. grammar. libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight lientel flail Room 209, sent
by fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY0jmesisu.edu or
mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications. San Jose State
University. (Inc Washington Square, San Jose. CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the School of JournalismiS:’
and Mass Communications or SJSU
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Sparta Guide
Today
A.VERTISING CLUB
Resume building workshop from
8 p.m. in Sweeney Hall, Room
414. For more information, call
(’arissa at 1408) 987-3181.
AP;RICAN STUDENT UNION
.General meeting at 8 p.m. in
W/thlquist Library North, Room 122
,Africana Research Center). For
mitre information, call Mark at
1408) 447-8361.
C4REER CENTER
Recruiting Services Workshop at
1430 a.m., and Co-op Workshop at

1,1 Hi ks () 1111
En’ 1(1

eV

more information, call Brendan at
1408i 924-4330.
Tuesday night lecture series:

CHtlicH (W SCIENT0LOGy
k I"
Free film "The St,oy
at 7
at 410 candiridge Ave.,

Bernadette Cotter’s "Dear Altar"
from 5 - 6 p.m. in the rhompson
Gallery in the Art Building. For
more information, call Andy at
.408: 924-4328

Suite C Pall)

30

Art Building/Industrial Studies.
For more information. call Brendan
at t408: 924-4330.
Thompson Gallery Art
Reception: Bernadette Cotter’s

ENVIRoNMENTAI. REsiii RUE CENTER
Inc Earthday
Volunteers
Int. Come. to %Vasil:110,m Square
Poom 115 from 12 2 p rn for
t 1.1011
infolla
mg 11. event For more intorniat ion
all Jean SI111111011,1 :it 4081
Ilall

921-5467
F:PISCOPAI. CANTERBURY l’oMML’NITY
Idinner and discussion "The

call Andy :it 1408: 924-4328

Oust Nem,’ front ;

SJSU WOMEN’S CLUB RUGBY TEAM
All interested idavers welcome
p ni at
to practice from :1.:10

Room For more inlet :nation, call
Anna at .10S, 293-2401

Spartan Field For more information, call Lindsav Robideaux at

JAPAN CLUB
Japanese conversation hour at :i

1408: 268-2749

p in in the Student Union

SJSU Theatre. For more information: call Ginny at 14081 938-1610.

STUDENT CALIFORNIA
TEACHER ASSOCIATION
General meeting to organize

t tan Coataet Naftali at
iimAnitopobox corn

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "Orientation" at 7:30
p. in. at 80 E. Rosemary St. For

spring semester activities Iron, .1 .
5.30 p.m. ill SWeelley 11a11. lini1111
:131 For more information. call

M.E.CII.A. MOVIMENTO
ESTUDIANTII. CHICANO AZTLAN
NIeet mg to -I ’ions What is a

inure information, call Ilene at

Shirley Ayers at 1408: 266-3425

mation, call the Career Resource
Center at (4081 924-6034.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:05 - 1230
p.m., and free Pizza and discussion
topic "Saints" from 7 - 8:30 p.m. at

7 tini in
the Student Union’s N1ontalvo

Montalvo Room. For mon. inforIna-

the John XXIII Center, across from

Chicano’ Dow do.
Center

women’s week celebration Several
vvorkshops, lecture-, dial ii.111 I.,

NtTHI71,.% ANa 1,(aa,
Si attglr. IH..I’%1( 1511, I
I /
St

through March 13

viewing Bring your resumes for a
professional critique front 1 2.15
p.m in the Health Building, R1/0111
405 For :Imre information, call

the Site:tad

.,ithli in. liii
it,

1.11, v Carlton and ttilateitt
111111.
Vice Pre.alfal N1..111.,
1 - 2 30 1, ai al the. Student I ’ratan’,

141111111111!

Kathy :it ,408) 9211SUSA
JAPAN CIA’s

Uniurilium Room For moot odor illation, call Rizwand at ,40St 921.
8751
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Wednesday
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ri

m the University

Ilugh 11:11, II;,))

1111111111.111,11
f115.

For mitre

ksuzuki0i ricochednet

CAREER CENTER

LIBRARY 1110NATION4 & SALES UNIT
Ongoing booksale every Tuesday
and Wednesday from 10 a in. - 3

III the Student 1.111011.S CliSta1,11.111
Room IBM Day Employer
5
ni
10
Presentation I

p in in Wahlquist Library North.
Room 408 and Clark Library lobby
Donations welcome For more infor
mation, call the Acquisitions
Department at .405 92,1 2;37.

pno ill the StlIderlt 1.1111111111111J
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Inv single-sex gyms
are requesting resegregation.
In in.\ opinion, the need fur
single Sek ro Ill, lias nothing to
Ill with gender equality.
Very often the reason that
WI men prefer all -women gyms
is because of their culture.
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Prince Charles has surgery
Prince Charles had laser surgery Monthe. to
LONDON IAN
repair damaged cartilage on his right knee.
The heir to the throne had the surgery at King Edword VII
lospaal, where his aunt, Princess Margartt, is being treated aftei
a minor stroke.
The 49-year old prince was released six hours litter and Howl, la
helicopter back to his home in Gloucestershire in Miuthern
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Do you have a problem
with your car?
Our NonStop technology,
your NonStop career.
101

I 4,44:111.1:

Pnliable Auto ServP
10% Discount
to SJSU students, faculty and staff.
(Just mention this ad.)
56A N. Saratoga Ave. (Stevens Creek and Saratoga)
Santa Clara, CA. 95051

x

the Blue and Gold Party and
myself.
I do not feel that I have
"failed to inform." I would be
very happy to answer anyone’s
questions; please feel free to
call me at 924-6418.
I was elected as A.S.
Director of Academic Affairs
not only to carry out my duties,
but to be a resource to students
as well.
I assure that I will continue
the same student advocacy if I
am A.S. President.
Heather Cook
political science
Chairman, Blue and Gold
Party

Their values and their
upbringing do not allow them
to ft-el comfintable working out
around men.
Perhaps some husbands
may not feel comfbrtable having their wives work out in a
co-ed gym.
Therefiire, these women
would lose out in being able to

utilize the gym
In conclusion. I am not saying that wa should make all
gyms single-sex g’ -ms.
Howevei, if there is one gym
just f’or women. I seriously do
not .ae the harm
Linda Castillo
ciology

(408) 246-2272
(408) 246-1983

Specializing In Honda and all Japanese cars

Wallendas fly without net
’Fla. Flying Wallendos. in the city where a cirDETROIT I AP
cus fall left two (if their hived ones dead. nisi- high above 3t; years of
heartache
Without a safety ma, the tightrope walkers ptrformed the Great
a stven-person stunt that resulted in a fatal
Pyramid on Friday
accident in Detroit in 1962.
It was third time the Wallendas have perfornual the trick since
then, but the first in Detroit. They repeated the trick Saturday at
the Shrine Circus.
"This is where it all happened. and this is whtre we needed to
come bock to rt establish our circus legacy.- Tin() Wallenda-Zoppu.
47. said in Sunday’s Detnat News.
Tin -y plan no fewer than 38 Great Pyramid performances during
.he 17 -day circus.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBt

Go to John’s Auto Repair.

A

brought forward to A.S. in
1998-99.
Mr. Shuey is mistaken in
stating that we "can’t think for
ourselves." If Mr. Shuey would
read my personal statement
more closely, he should notice
along with the Blue and
Gold Party’s goals not only
did I include my campus and
community involvement, but
also one of my personal goals.
If elected A.S. President, I
would create a "President’s
Cabinet" whereby I would meet
with the student organization
and resident hall government
presidents. This would allow
greater student input to A.S.
I have spent the past month
informing student organizations about AS., the election,

1r)kesitior, -aid Ile hopes to resima his regilloi schedule soon.

re414.

Giuliani plays the beast

PHONE

Dr. Seth P. Bates
Chair and professor
Advanced Manufacturing
Systems

No harm in single -sex gyms for women
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Building.
"Our students are dedicated
and enthusiastic, involved in
student chapters of the professional organizations SPE,
SME, SAMPE and ASQ and
have an active technology student club.
"Contrary to popular myth,
we are alive and healthy.
Enrollments are holding
steady, our industrial advisory
councils are actively involved
with us and employers are
eagerly seeking our graduates.
’Our next Open House
event is on April 17 and all are
welcome to visit.
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As chairman of the Blue and
Gold Party and as a candidate
fin. A.S. President, I wish to
defend both the party and
myself in regards to Mr.
Schwa’s trt irk% "Cookie cutter
candidates fail to infirm."
The unified goals of the Blue
and Gold Party are a combination of ideas from members of
the Blue and Gold Party and
by other students on this campus.
We asked students what
they want to improve at SJSU;
the goals of the Blue and Gold
nirty are a reflection of the
most feasible and attainable
goals.
Even if only one member of
the Blue and Gold Party iS
eleCted ti) AS. our goals will be

mg

t,t

l’ition
Career workshop with guest
speakers: Los Altos Police Chief

Japanese conversation hour at 3
p ii in the Student l’inon’s
Costanoan Room. For more inhir

iii’,

WOMEN’S REtiotRcE CENTER
"Women in the Millennium"

graduates for management
careers in the manufacturing,
electronics and communications sectors. In addition, a
small number of technology
students are prepared for
teaching careers in industrial
technology education.
"Technology students learn
practical and theoretical skills
using current methods
employed by local businesses
and industries.
’Our technology students
have won top awards in 1995,
1996 and 1997 in regional competitions against both engineering and technology programs all over the Western
United States, winning computer software and hardware
worth more than $25,000. You
can see some of their competitive entries in our lobby display in the Industrial Studies

Candidate defends self and political party

vim ’ At

2:111 p 0 in lii, ( I.i(

,408; 441-6661.
HSUSA
General meeting with Sam
Rodrigues of the Career Center
speaking about the art it inter-

The eight programs offered
by the Division of Technology
have been proposed for closure
and are now under review.
Public hearings on the proposal are taking place March
16 and 31. Many of SJSU’s faculty. staff ti,o1 administrators
do not know much about us,
the students we serve or our
degree programs.
The following facts should
improve this knowledge gap.
"About 80 to 100 technology
students graduate each year.
More than 93 percent of our
graduates are placed, as
tracked by the Career Center,
with 87 percent in jobs directly
related to their degrees.
’Technology is not a small
department. With about 350
students, we are among the
larger departments at SJSU.
’Technology prepares its

553-0602

in the
"Dear Altar" from 6 - 8 p
Thompson Gallery in the Art
Building. For more information,

1i:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Council Chambers. For more infor-

Division of Technology still alive, kicking

in

Foi more inforMation. call Joe 1,1,111.3ck at :6501

Student Galleries’ Art
Receptions from 6 8 p.m in thit
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San Jose State University
Attn CS, HW, CE and MIS Students
Info Session March 17th, 1998
10 AM 3 PM, Student Union, Umunhurn Rm.
Interviews March 17th, 1998
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www.tandem.com

rider the Army’s
I .oan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-vi ’al. Imlistment.
!,ot set vt.
:1111
011 .10.11VC (Ito reduces
your indebtedness by one
third or $1,500. whichever amount is greatet,
III) to a $65.(XX) limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans. Stafford Loans,
ellld certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you’ll earn front the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
Call: (408) 259-7185

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
wvvw goarmy 1om
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Classic work with 20th century spin

’Hunting’ ends search
for worthwhile movie
-Giiod Will Hunting.- is
A film that was captivating ;mil likable from the
beginning Iii end. Will
Hunting. played by Matt
Damon. is an nrphaned.
%,..irking class kid from
South Bostnn \vim 1.11
as a janitor at tht
i 1S
NI a s s C 1111
111,111111C

’iii nil igv.
Ile

Si/1’1111S

By Peggy Flynn

and
performances
derful
remarkably charged screenplay make. it an exceptional
exiterience, and if you’re
willing to relax and go
where the film takes
you, then it’s a fulfilling
two hours spent.
Williams is amazingas
believable
ly
McGuire. and the scenes
with him and Damon
are. caring and
finely tuned.
The issues of
class are also
nicely explored.
In one descriptive scene, Will
uses his knnwledge of political
theory to intellectually (list my
a snotty, ponytailed graduate
student whet t ried
to humiliate Will’s
best friend.
What adds additional magnitude. to
"Gond Will Hunting"
is knowing that
Damon and AfIleck
.ilso co-wrote the
and the scenes
()I’ fellowship with
the group of friends
are fimny and real.
While. teasing each
other about their
inability to hold
down jobs, one shouts
out, "You get canned
more than tuna.
bitch!"
In addition, lonk
marvelnus,
for a
scene-stealing perforby
Ben
mance
Affleck’s real-lifi.
brother
as
Casey
Nlorgan, it
mumbling.
scrappy
little freak.
This
is
movie
definitely
w et r t h
t h
$7.50
admisSion.

1141, Shiu-un Parks
A ii,

1111’

remainder ot his
time either hanging out with his
IBin
buddies
Alfieri:. and Cole
Hauser) or just
reading everything
he c,in get his
hands .in
Will’s a genius.
plain and simple. Ile
has a plintographic
memory and freakish
Muhl.% to S111Vt. I h1’
troublesnme of
1111/S1
academic problems. but
he ids() has problems
coping. 11111. to rage at
his horrible difficult
childhood.
One way he. copes
with his frustrated brilliance is ti pick a street
fight that gets him
arrested and lands him
in .jad.
After a series of disasters, Will lands in the
,Itice of Sean McGuire
Robin Villiamsi, an
unconventinnal therapist
who. like. Will. grew up in
South Bustnn.
While no one
else can stand
to counsel Will.
M c
ui re
decides to help
him with his
anger, and his
smart mouth
attitude’.
" ( mm 11 d
Will
/hinting"
a bit
I’ rmulaic
.0. times.
1,0
the
film’s
’ein
WaS

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

1 tics,(1.0,. \l.ti( It 1 0, 199 8

Atnerican iiearl
Association

REVIEW

Staff N.Vritt.1

Even the most staunch historian would appreciate "I Ain’t Yo’
Uncle," the 20th century spin on
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s "Uhcle
Tom’s Cabin."
Rewritten from an African American perspective’, the San
Jose State University Theater’s
play creates a humorous, yet
revealing pirtrayal of’ the Civil
War era consciousness. Stowe’s
black characters come to life and
challenge the author’s original
representation of slaves as helpless. In no uncertain terms the
characters demand to "rewrite"
key scenes, giving Uncle Tom
the nmin character in Stowe’s
novel a voice.
I ’niversity
The 400 -seat
Theater, filled to capacity on
Friday. brimmed with laughter
and applause "In -your-face scenes," such as Aunt Chloe’s
prophetic comment "I’ve got to
sieve myself from the pancake
box" received awkward laughter
as the focus (if the play permeate(I throughout the audience.
Lines such as "I’m leaving now
hear
I
to join the LAN)
they’re looking for a few good
men" by evil slave owner Simon
Legrev and "I’m Tops’ and I’m
wicked and black," rapped by
Stowe’s "pickaninny" character,
breathed new life into age-old
stereotypes.
SJSU graduate students
Jitnes and Paul Pinza
deliver eyeatpening perfOrmance:: as Ti psy and Simon
Legree. Both characters define
from
the extremes of society

(ire-A to-A- trft
erre,

the past and present.
Director Daniel Chumley’s
fiicus of the play was to address
the issue of racial stereotyping.
"We slip around the edge of
the issue and fail to solve anything," Chumley said. "We have
unfinished business in our
house."
The play, adapted by playwright Robert Alexander, gets
right to the core of racial stereotyping in the first scene. Uncle
Toni, played by SJSU graduate
student and football player
Wesley Flowers, entered stage
right, slumped over and scratching his head. The other characters become outraged that this
stereotype is still alive and
demand retribution from Stowe.
The variety of music, ranging
from Dixieland to jazz to rap,
smoothly transitioned the play
from the 1850s to the present
day The challenge for an audience member is to try and stay
seated as the finale crescendoes
int() Topsy’s final rap scene.
Friday’s audience, regardless of
age or ethnicity, stood up and
clapped to the "funky beat."
Expect tin leave with a deeper
apprecnitinin fin: modern adaptaI hr..,(1r. his Ih11.11fIlli II’
’hi
tions. "I Ain’t Yo’ Uncle" puts a Uncle Tom (Wesley Flowers) looks on knowingly as Harriet
smile on your face and a beat in
the evil Simon Legree
your step. It also makes you want Beecher Stowe (Kathleen Dobbs) admonishes
(Paul Pinza) in San Jose State University Theater’s stage production
tm ri.writc, history.
of "I Ain’t Yo’ Uncle."

Malkovich’s dark side more than just an act
NEW’ YORK 1AP1 Thirtythree- stories above Manhattan,
John Malkovich is simply utterly terrifying.
With his gangly and fetal features, shaved head and unblinking eyes. the 44 -year-old actor
gives off a decided air of menace
-- like a hawk idly amused by
the scampering of it plump, fluffy
mouse.
Blessed with a flair for tapping into the darker side of
human existence, it’s no wonder
that Malkovich has produced
some of Hollywood’s most lascivious. hyper-intelligent villains.
"John has such mt fearsume
image," director Randall Wallace
says. "Ile can play a serial killer
in his sleep. Superb as the treacherous
French aristocrat Valmont in
"Dangerous
Liaisons,"
Malkovich added to his rogue
gallery with Mitch Leary, the

presidential assassin of "In the
Line of Fire." and Gilbert
Osmond, the profligate seducer
in "Portrait of a Lady."
Aboard the 1997 summor
blockbuster "Chn Air." Mtilkovicli
reached the ultimate in villainy:,
clearly reveling in the scenerychewing role of Cyrus "The
Virus" Grissom. In one scene,
Cyrus turns to a fellow massmurderer. "Love your work," he
whispers respectfully.
-I have a really bad temper,"
Malkovich admits, icily. "Nun to
the extent of needing to be hospitalized, but I’m not it good person to be around when I’ve lost
my temper. And I think people
sense that in a certain way."
Clad in a three-piece gray
suit, white socks and black Doc
Marten’s, Malkovich speaks in
low cadences. For a full hour, he
does not smile. Giddy, he is not.
Whether playing a simpleminded oaf in "Of Mice and Men"

DOWN 0 w n

or a misanthropic blind man in
"Places of the th-art," Malkovich
has consistently won critical
applause fin- his freakish, always
unconventional liticacters.
"John Malkovich acts from
instinct," says Wallace. "lie really acts from someplace almost
lower than his gut,"
While rehearsing a particularly weepy scent: opposite
Leonardo DiCaprio, Jeremy
Irons and Gerard Depardieu fur
"The Man in the Iron Mask,"
Malkovich stunned his co-stars
by repeatedly bursting into tears
on cue.
"I don’t dredge. I’ve always
had extremely easy access to
whatever are allegedly my UMW
turns," Malkovich explai ns. "I can
do that, maybe, twin in three
thousand times in the: ci rse of a
day. It’s like saying. -I ’An you
walk across a rooni and turn on
a light switch?"
For Wallace and Diraprio,

SUPER MEAL DEAL
CHICKEN OR BEEF BROCCOLI
,OVER RICE WITH A DRINK

WNG’5
Food To Go!

* 1 block south of campus
* Located on the corner of S. 10th
& E. William St.

Chinese Cuisine

MA11(.1.11111 (k.: Sicchii,iii
. ititionselhAlannid-nei s)InTnoey,

(

however, the episode was anything but routine. "Leo and I
talked about it later," says
Wallace. -We both thought it was
one of the high points of our
lives. Mohammed was at the
mountain."
Malkovich grew up in Benton.
Street, about
7th
III.,
300 miles south ,it
Chicago. His father, Dan, wa,
former state conservation director, and his nunher owned a
1
St1
th
reet
small newspaper.
St12threet,mid -teens, the 6 Until his1
foot-l -inch Malkovich was gros:,
ly overweight, tipping the: scales
at over 230 pounds. Until a crash
diet of lime and cherry Je11-0, his
weight was a source of endless
torment at the hands of his older
brother. Nicknames included
"Piggy" and -Mad Dog."
In 1976, along with Gary
Sinise and Laurie Metcalf
i"Roseanne"1, he: set up the
Stuppenwoll Theater Company

iriiic
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any main course for
SJSU students wilD

Buy any 6 inch sandwich and a
medium drink, get a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser
value for 495

FIATUILNG
The only Authentic Cheese Steak
Chicken Tenders Hoagies
Sausage and Pepper Sandwich
Meatball Sandwich
346 William St.
Downtown San Jose, Ca 95112
Phone 298 4565
Fax 298 4578

1.00 I
2.00
3.00

ar
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1001111 it’S RiSTAIIRY1
4131 Sea Caplei arse

Take-out available
87 E. San Fernando St.
(between 2nd & 3rd)
(408) 977-0816
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’Lebowski’ parties down, burns out
By Nicholas Boer
Staff Writer

:

If movies could party, I would
say "The Big Lebowski" was
stoned out of its gourd. It is
amusing to watch, but fails to
make a point.
Produced and directed by the
Coen brothers, who brought us
"Fargo" and "Raising Arizona,"
"The Big Lebowski" is about a
couple of throwbacks from the
’60s who get caught up in a modern tale of sex, drugs and, uh,
bowling.
Jeff Bridges stars as "Dude," a
go-with-the-flow stoner who
nurses White Russians and only
bites when something threatens
to spoil his comfortably intoxicated existence. John Goodman
plays his explosive Vietnam vet
bowling buddy.
"This isn’t ’Nam, this is bowling there are rules!" Goodman
says before brandishing a
firearm in the middle of tournament play.
Bridge’s painfully accurate
portrayal of a middle-aged pothead is a perfect foil for
Goodman to rant and rave, but
the movie goes nowhere fast.
The characters have a natural
Tarantinoesque feel and deliver
cleverly written dialogue, but
unlike "Pulp
the plot
Fiction’s" is uncompelling.
The Dude finds himself in the
middle of a kidnap case when he
is chosen to deliver the ransom
but because of his partner’s
hunch that the kidnapping is all
a fake fails to deliver. Later,
when Dude is delivered a toe as
proof of the hostages’ existence,
Goodman refuses to accept it as
the real McCoy.
"I could get you a toe by three
o’clock this afternoon," Goodman
grumbles.
The bowling is the glue for a

REVIEW

movie that careens wildly about
to show visually fantastic dimim
sequences, graphic close-ups of
dismembered body parts and
naked, aerial painters.
The fleshy artist a horny
Julianne Moore is in competition for Dude’s penis with
leather-clad nihilists, who are
planning to cut it off for his failure to deliver the cash.
Moore tries to seduce Dude by
telling him sex is a "natural,
zesty enterprise," while the
nihilists toss a hungry weasel
into Dude’s bathtub to convince
him of their sincerity.
When Goodman tries to console him, Dude makes it clear
what he holds near and dear.
"I don’t need your f
sympathy, I need my Johnson."
The humor is uproarious in
the movie’s beginning, but
like good pot as the novelty of
the effects begin to wear off, the
audience falls into a collective
daze.
Still, the slow motion scene of
John Turturo bowling is given
all the drama of a western gunfight and is funny enough to win
the forgiveness of most of the
audience.
Some of the movie’s later
gags, however, seemed like
cheap imitations of Cheech and
Chong. When trying to lose an
(inconspicuous) blue Volkswagen
Bug, Dude drops a roach in his
crotch, and ends up smashing

Photos (ourtest. ot C,!,mit;

P/I I I/ VS

Top: (left to right) Jeff Bridges (The dude), Steve Buscemi (Donny)
and John Goodman (Walter), listen to the boasting of a rival bowler.
Right: John Turturro stars as Meglomaniacal bowler Jesus Quintana.
side character. This too-tid
resolve of so many loose e1..04
provides the mantra the Dude
character lives by: Everything
will work itself out if you let it.
This is fine if the viewer is
after nothing more than a good
rush. But for those who have
come to expect a bit more soul
with their humor from the Coen
brothers, it might seem like
they’ve gotten a bum deal.

his car.
Ethan Coen has described
"The Big Lebowski" as a "tumbleweed." Whether that translates as "aimless," or is a philosophic comment on the meaningless lives of his, (and most) Los
Angelinos, is up to the viewer to
decide.
Just as the movie’s twists and
turns seem to be adding up to
something, the Coon’s abruptly
end the flick with the death of a

A

1

’Hush’ a half-hearted
killer thriller clichØ
By Asa Bezel
Staff Writer

REVIEW

For those who like movies
such as "Fatal Attraction" and
"The Hand That Rocks the
Cradle," here’s another scarywoman-in-the-lead flick.
"Hush," starring Jessica
Lange and Gwyneth Paltrow, is
about as thrilling and suspenseful as a PG-13 rating will horror movie clichØs, it falls
allow, which means sex scenes short of leaving any lasting
impact on its audience.
and violence are limited.
At one point, we see the
Helen ( Paltrow ) is unsuspecting, newly wed and preg- shadow of a raised hand, holdnant when she moves from ing a giant syringe. The scene
New York to her husband is such a lame version of the
Jackson’s (Johnathon Schaech) famous shower scene in
family estate in the country- "Psycho," the Alfred Hitchcock
side. She immediately becomes classic, that it makes the audi"best buddies" with Jackson’s ence laugh instead of getting
mother, Martha (Lange), a wid- chills.
There is nothing wrong with
owed southern belle, who
seems to be the perfect mother- Paltrow and Schaech’s performances, but their characters
in-law.
In reality, of course, Martha seem to handle trauma a little
is the mother-in-law from hell, too well.
After having fought off a
and it doesn’t take long for
murder attack by Martha.
Helen to figure that out.
With the help of Jackson’s while delivering a baby and
grandmother almost dying from blood loss,
sharp-witted
(Nina Foch), who has some def- Helen is up with the sun the
inite opinions about her son’s next day, confronting her mothwidow, Helen finds out the er-in-law and the clueless
truth about Martha and the Jackson with the ugly truth
Most people would need at
dark family history.
However, by then it is least a week in bed and years of
already too late. Helen finds therapy to get over such an
herself trapped at the estate, experience.
"Hush" is not a bad movie.
alone with her crazy mother-inlaw who wants to kill her and It’s just OK.
It has its suspenseful
take her baby.
After a promising start, this moments and is even able to
cause a few scattered gasps
is where the movie got cheesy.
Lange simply isn’t cut out among audience members. But
for the role. Though a well - it offers nothing that has not
respected actress, she fails to been done before, and the conconvince the audience she’s clusion is disappointingly
some deranged psycho. Martha weak.
moviegoer
A
teen-age
seems more menopausal than
summed it up with the words
sinister.
"Dude, was that it?"
"Hush" has potential, but
because of its many played-out
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’Ulysses’ turns 75, but not everyone is celebrating
has not expired. It claims the
starting date is not 1922, when
"Ulysses- was published in
Paris, but 1934, when the book
was first legally distributed in
the United States.
"They haven’t taken any steps
against me, but we’re all sort of
waiting for the other shoe to
drop," said John Kidd, head of
the James Joyce Research
Center at Boston I ’niversity and
the editor for Norton’s intended
volume of "Ulysses."
Kidd and others say there is
no 1934 copyright and they back
up their argument with Joyce’s
own words. In a letter sent to
House
publisher
Random
Bennett Cerf, the author wrote.
he was unable to get a S copyright because the law ryquires
"the republication in the United
States of any English book published elsewhere within a period
of’ six months...."
The estate is run by Joyce’s
grandson, Stephen, whose pnitectiveness of the family Ittgar.e
is reflected in one of his favorite
sayings: "I am a Joyce. n,,t .1

NEW YORK (AP) This
year, James Joyce’s "Ulysses"
officially turned 75. But for publishers, the anniversary of one of
the century’s greatest novels is
threatening to become a very
private party.
According to American copyright law, "Ulysses" should now
be in the public domain, which
applies to books that have. completed their 75th calendar year
since publication. That means
anyone who wants to release
"Ulysses" could do so. Outside
the United States, where laws
differ, rival editions have
appeared in previous years.
Joyceans in the United States
have waited a long time tier this.
There’s still no agreement on the
correct text of "Ulysses," and the
copyright expiration means differing versions now can be made
available. Several publishers,
including W.W. Norton & (7o. and
Penguin Putnam Inc., are hoping to put out books.
The Joyce estate, which uses
Random House as its American
publisher, insists the copyright

Give ue your opinion
and we’ll give you $10
Spartan Shops, Inc. has hired an
independent research firm to
conduct a campus wide survey on
Spartan bookstore. Your opinion
is important. All students are
eligible to participate.
Here’s how:
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Worth Stealing

Stay home
and do your taxes
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transformed 20th ntntury Inert
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Practice
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aw
lately?l
Join the Golden Gate University IPAC program
and spend two semesters working full-time with
law firms, courts, or government offices
and
still graduate in 3 years. IPAC (Integrated
Professional Apprenticeship Curricul
1 is a
special honors program that allows you to gain
valuable practical experience while also learning
important lawyering skills.

Contact us for an information packet
phone: :
-mail:
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*Mons of people could be reading your ad
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It everywhere you want to be.

14.

Save 100/0 o r service

.0fn sax oprumrcohraese
Saver

at any Firestone The & Service Center.
Use your Vhe c ard and save 10% on the regular retail price of
automotive service or any Firestone or Bridgestone tires (including
performance or pirkup/ S U V radials) at your nearest Firestone Tire
& Service Center or participating Affiliated Dealer To redeem this
special offer. mention rode P100 1.24813 for service and code
P100 1124805 for tires Offer valid 1/1/98 6/30/98
Terms and Conditions Certificate redemption is solely the respon
siblity of participating Firestone Tire & Service Centers Offer valid
lanuary 1, 1998, through June 30, 1998 Good only for tires or service
indicated at company owned firestone Tire & Service (enters and
participating Affiliated Dealers Not valid with any other offer and
cannot be used to reduce outstanding debt Any other use comb
lutes fraud Void where prohibited taxed. or restricted by law Valid
only when you use your Visa card and present thus certificate
Applicable taxes must be paid by hearer Only redeemable in the
115 Cash value 1/100 cent Visa Rewards is a service
mark of Visa international Service Association
0 1998 Visa U S A Inc
Vireton

Save 150/Orzytzciihua: Save 15’0
-r

-r

use your Vise card and save $2 on any purchase cif lit 0 or more
at any participating Rocky Mountain Chocolate factory location
F nioy the intense flavor and generous portions of our nutty cluster’,.
chewy caramels, exotic truffles, and crisp butter toffees ( hoose
from among a variety of gift baskets and boxed chocolates,
perfect for any occasion for the participating store nearest you,
call 1 800.344 9630 18 00 v y 500 em MST) To redeem this
special offer, present this certificate to the cashier at time i4
purchase Offer valid 1/1/98 6/30/98
Terms and Conditions’ Certificate redemption is solely the
responsibility of participating Rocky Mountain Chocolate factory
locations Offer valid January 1, 1998, through June 30, 1998
Any other use constitutes fraud Void where prohibited, taxed,
or restricted by law Valid only when you use your Visa card
Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer Only redeemable in the
S Cash value 1/1C0 cent Visa Rewards is a service mark of
Visa International Service Association
0t998 Visa U S A Inc

uracrase
purchase
of $75 or more at American Eagle

heck it out. I ashrori Bug now has a new junior shop in most
stores I ortie in and Save 15% on the coolest ’um, sportswear
when you pay with your Vise card Fashion Bug has over 1,100
stores nationwide, sri check your local white pages for the store
nearest you To redeem thus special offer, present this certificate
at time of purr has, Offer valid 1/1/98 6/30/98
Terms and Conditions Certificate redemption is solely the
responsibility of panic irating Fashion Bug locations Offer valid
January 1, 1998, through lune 30. 1998 Good only for purchase
of products indicated Valid on regularly priced items only Any
other ,14e constitutes fraud Cannot be combined with any other
offer or used as payment on your Fashion Bug charge Offer
excludes poor purchases layaways, and gih certificates Void
where prohibited, tared or restricted by law Valid only when
you use your V1,1 cud Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer
Only redeemable in the OS Cash value 1/100 cent Visa Rewards
is a servic I> mark rif Visa International Service Association
C 1998 Visa 115 A Inc Cashier Key 4: 775042005

Use your Visa* card and save 15% on any purchase of $75 or more
at any one of the more than 330 American Eagle Outfitters stores
nationwide. Get great deals on fashions from our new collection.
To redeem this special offer, present this certificate to the cashier
at time of purchase. Offer valid 1/1/98 -6/30/98
Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the
responsibility of participating American Eagle Outfitters
locations Offer valid January 1.1998, through June 30, 1998
This certificate may not be used in conjuction with any other
certificate, discount, and /or special in store offer(s). Certificate is
not valid towards previously purchased merchandisA ’8w-one-get
one-free- promotions, layaway, purchase of merchandise certificate, or redline merchandise. Arty other use constitutes fraud. Void
intim prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law Valid only when you
use your Visa card and present this certificate. Applicable taxes
must be paid by bearer. Only redeemable in the U.S. Cash value
1/100 cent Visa Rewards is a service mark of Visa International
Service Association, 0 1998 Visa USA. Inc. Authorizationit 25
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Fans whining about salaries Up, up and away
should save $ and buy a clue
It will take me 12 years to make
There’s been a little confusion
what this guy makes in a game, but I
in the sports world recently.
realize that Fedorov can command that
Fans aren’t sure who they
kind of money and I can’t. I can live
should hate more: players or owners.
with that.
On Feb. 25 Sergei Fedorov, one of
What ticks me off is when people
the premier forwards from last year’s
bitch and moan about how athletes are
Stanley Cup winning Detroit Red
paid "way too much money."
Wings, divided the masses even fur"It’s obscene," they scream. "They
ther when he ended his season concouldn’t spend that much money in
tract holdout.
their lifetime if they tried."
Fans on one side are mad because
They will drone on-and-on about
Red Wings owner Mike Hitch was
this for hours.
seen as winning the contract dispute
n11101611
FM
They do this of course, while wearwith
Fedorov
until
Carolina
ing the jersey, T-shirt, jacket or hat of
Fll I 110,1
Hurricanes owner Peter Karmanos
the offending player or his team.
went and screwed things up by makAnd they wonder how the team can
ing a counter offer for Fedorov.
Under NHL rules, the Red Wings either had to afford to pay said player.
They can do so because it’s what the market can
give up Fedorov in exchange for five first round
draft picks (a chancy deal at best) or match the bear.
For those of you haven’t yet grasped this conoffer made by Carolina.
cept, here’s a little hint.
The Red Wings decided to match the offer.
are willing
a.k.a. you
Market = money fans
The general reason most fans are upset is that if
the owners had been able to actually stop the to pay.
And you’re willing to pay a hell of a lot.
infighting between themselves, the Red Wings
In San Jose, 15,000 people pay anywhere from
might have temporarily curbed the rising player’s
salary in the NHL, and would have prevented a $30 to $68 per ticket to attend 41 Shark games a
very inconsistent player from receiving money he’s year. Each of those 15,000 people are buying overpriced food and drinks and wearing everything
not worth.
Fans, on the other side, are upset because from $20 hats to $110 jerseys.
In comparison to what you, the fan pays, the milFedorov signed a contract that will pay him up to
lions of dollars paid to athletes is chicken scratch.
$38 million dollars to play in 26 games.
So, the next time you ask the question who’s
That means he will be paid $1.46 million a
game. Considering that Fedorov will probably play more to blame the players or the owners
only about 20 minutes per game, that means he here’s a suggestion to help you find the answer.
Go look in the mirror. If who’s looking back at
will be earning about $73,000 a minute.
Michael Jordan only makes roughly $408,000 a you is wearing or owns) anything with a NHL,
NBA, NFL or MLB logo, then you know who’s to
game. He plays about 35 minutes a game.
In comparison, and keep in mind I work two blame.
As for Fedorov, I hope he gets a raise next year.
jobs, my take home pay equates to a by-the-minute
rate of about 12 cents.
Scott Shuey’s column appears from time to time.
Now, I’ll admit I’m jealous.

SpartanShorits
early posting two runs in the

Women’s Golf

After the first round of the
Spartan Invitational, San Jose
State University finds itself in
eighth place in the team competition.
Tulsa’s Filippa Helmersson
and Duke’s Jenny Chuasiriporn
share the lead with 75, on a day
where none of the 60 golfers
broke par.
The three-day tournament is
being held at the par 74 Fort
Ord-Bayonet course.
The top individual Spartan
finisher was Molly Cooper, who
shot a 10-over 84. She is tied for
26th.
Her sister, Washington’s
Mendy Cooper, is tied for ninth
after posting a 6-over par 80.
Stratton
and
Monica
Georgina Simpson, tied for 33rd
place. each sh(x)ting a 75 for the
Spartans. Jessica Krantz shot an
86. Cecilia Afzelius-Alm posted a
91 in other SJSU team action.
SJSUs Molly Greenblatt finished with a 93, but her score did
not figure into the team composite total.
In team action, the Golden
Hurricanes of Tulsa lead after
the first day with a 318, followed
closely by the Duke Blue Devils
with a 319. Arizona and Arizona
State tied for third with 323.
Texas A&M 13291, Stanford
(330), USC (332), SJSU (340),
Brigham Young (344), Wake
Forest (347) and Washington
(248) round out the field.

Gymnastics

first inning.
Alicia Johnson got the fun
going with an RBI single past
the shortstop, scoring Devyn
VVhitcanack.
Later in the inning, Kara
Kanney singled to left which
scored Michelle Morga.
The Rainbow Wahine put up a
deuce in the bottom of the second and the score stayed knotted
until the top of the seventh.
In that inning, SJSU tallied
three runs ultimately the
deciding runs on two hits and
two Hawai’i errors. The big blow
was a two RBI single from
Lindsay Lewis, which plated
Kanney and Morga.
In the home half of the seventh,
got to SJSU pitcher
Niki Zenger for two runs on one
hit and an error. But she was able
to shut the door on the threat by
getting Mellisa McGie to ground
to second to end the game.
The second game was a different story as the Spartans got
pounded 8-0 in a five-inning contest. Under WAC rules if a team
is ahead by eight or more runs
the game is shortened to five
innings.
Hawai’i scored in all five
frames, including a two -run
bomb by centerfielder Kanani

SJSU finished a disappointing fifth place in the UC Santa
Barbara Invitational tournament. Therkjugg only five,
teams at the iiiMr
The Spartans finished more
than a point behind fourth place
Bowling Green at 181.925 to
183.225.
None of the Spartan gymnasts finished in thp top three of
either the individual events or
the All-Around.
The Spartans take on
Stanford at home Friday night
at 7 p.m. in the Spartan Gym.

Rugby
The women’s rugby team lost
to UC Davis Saturday on the
Aggies’ muddy field.
SJSU lost 24-5. The Spartans
are a very young team with four
players having less than two
weeks of experience.
The Spartans are now 4-6 on
the season, 1-4 in conference
play. Their next match is
against
CSU
Saturday
Monterey Bay (where rugby is a
varsity sport unlike SJSU where
it is a club sport.)
The game will be played at 11
a.m. at SJSU field, with the
men’s team to play afterwards.
Spartan shorts were compiled
by Aaron Williams

Bona.

( :.I/ Sr,/1

.S//./f1.1//

San Jose State’s Erin Cline. president of the female rugby club. battles for the ball during a line-out
Saturday against UC Davis. SJSU lost 24-5. They take on CSU Monterey Bay at SJSU field Saturday
at 11 a.m. For more rugby details, check out Spartan Shorts to the left of the photo.

Softball
A trip to paradise was made a
little better when the SJSU softball team split a doubleheader
with the Rainbow Wahine over
the weekend.
The win meant the Spartans
left the Aloha State with one victory in the four game set. Their
record is now 4-8 overall, 1-5 in
WAC play.
In the first game of the twin
hill, SJSU jumped on Hawaii’

SPRING BREAK 98
BAJA, Rosarito Beach
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"I3oN, the IRS is always
ing
%cm when o u least expect it,
take VITA for example."
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Inmates wax philosophic Ethics team places eighth
fly Ed Oberweiser
Staff \X nit( r

The ethics team is ranked
No. 8 in thee country after comFourth
the
in
peting
Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl.
San Jose State University’s
Ethics team competed against
18 other Universities and colleges in Dallas, Texas, on Feb.
26.
An ethics team is similar to a
debate team except they do not
compete head -to-head. They
propose solutions to ethical
dilemmas and are judged on a
point system.
The team’s opponents included Dartmouth tTniversity,
Texas A&M, The U.S. Naval
Academy, the lIniversity of
Colorado (Boulder) tend Loyola
University (Chicago).
Joshua Mateo brought the
idea of an ethics team to
Philosophy Department Chair
William Shaw when Mateo
transferred to 5.1511 from
California State University at
hiahiNh a).,) /.11)11,11A
SJSU graduate student Roger Lemus explains
the meaning of a philosophy script to inmates of
H.., .,riled Corrections Program, Kathryn Gay
.Kfa Thomas The goal of the RCP

Project is to utilize a combination of in-custody programs with post-release programs in a comprehensive approach to a more successful, law-abiding,
productive lifestyle in the community.

Students try to help addicted inmates
Their adviser for the project is
Andrew Ward, SJSU associate
professor of philosophy, who has
taught inmates at the military
prison in Leavenworth. Kansas.
Ward said two of his inmatestudents continued their ethicat ion after their release and were
accepted into thte University of
Kansas’ graduate program in
social work.
"Fm happy Rebecca and
Roger are doing this," Ward said.
"It benefits them and their stu-

Wolpinsky said.
"Some people are finding out
they have more intelligence than
I ii;impels philosophe
they were ever aware of," said
dem. :eit trying to make
dent
(He gg Santiago, one of the stuen the largest segment of the
dents.
Santa ( ’lane l’ounty Jail populaSantiago said students fieund
1 Hoe
inmates who have teen
the class very difficult at first
ii .11’1 r,111.11 dile to drugs or
but, as time passed, they were
Hir related crimes
understanding the new concepts
Leneus is a graduate
more easily.
st.ci-ea and Rebecca Wolpinsky
"Mainly the class has helped
a- at San Jose. State
me build a strong foundation for
tin -it v
recovery from drug abuse," said
Lieirteitt rend Wolpins;kv
Benavidez. "My self.er le .1,!iiieg .111 1111 I’ thu
esteem was shot."
1
Ric Dowell said he
%Vialic1.11
Ili.
found that a lot of the
it
II V. tv
itt if 1111i Instithings he believed had
1 1 li .11 .111i1 :ti .. living in
philosophical roots he
ore
ed Iceoses. Limo.,
wasn’t even aware of
befiere the class.
l’etHe laded tor elroi_es
Dowell said he has
e drop rel.eted crimeaccess to a scholarship to
tem! I-, i.,.per,,111
De Anza College and
6111.
wants to attend SJSU
Jee-sie Story
someday and earn teachthe regimented
ing credentials.
r.clieens
Ile wants to teach psyelio.aor it Santa Clara
chology and help people
1hilt Ei:1111%t 1.1.1
avoid drug abuse.
ire thel Facility
I
Wolpinsky and Lemus
iii il,
projele
have been teaching the
I
’’It it
,I hidth,
I/ it,,
feet
class fir about six weeks.
drug related
This is not Lemus’ first
A former RCP member leaves an inspira- stint teaching inmateslie
e lime
thee e ph.ese
tional painting behind for current and future has been teaching an art
reec,,rIll
e t ie ref- ese
inmates of the program RCP participants can class through the city of
I lc
incarcerated gain new insight through positive staff role mod- Milpitas’ Adult Education
’mow the first te.yee- eling and team-building skills.
Program for three years
o,
ple.ise and then
at Elmwood
ere .0 I., te0, lodge ,,..hee
Ile heard about an
!oil 1111i \, Are. ready
dents. It benefits societ% in the opening cii the facility’s educa; tle see owl
m larger scns), liecati-a it helps the tion program leer a new class tier
emt-aele flue Si Orients becnini, hit ter cit izens
non - trust itut tonal ized
drug
’-reer said These are
Concepts in the class include offenders from Story, the pro, Ina
Ind W))1pin-,,ki’s stti- logic and ethics, which can gram’s coordinator, and prod inform students of lifestyle. posed the philosophy class to
\1, Ihnired
cnald use, alternatives and different ways Story.
iii’ Ii
ilideas and cmicepts of looking ;it life, according to
1.1iMUS said if the class is conthem better thew lives." Leon’s
sidered useful by Santa Clara
eigi- said
\Vol pinsky, who has been County he. hopes to continue it
The third please is release t caching the ethics portion of the with the help of student interns
oitee
eide out Lein us and class, ;igreo.d.
from S.ISI
\l’olpie--1.1 hope their class and
’These people. haven’t had
"We want to get philosophy
il, -turd thookon). it entottre
many choices available to them students connected with the
i’ II elect, ieeeire possibilities and we’re lilt’1111.!,
the iniSSIcommunity and give. them a way
drug .110 -ers when they 111111.s, of 1,1,1;1111.11111g their choices tee serve it," Lemus said.
ere 1,1.-.1seel into siie.ty
;end their scope if reality,’
it% l.d Ohervieiser
,.! A

SJSU employee suffers seizure
lh I.eah Bower
’,volt \X I

louver-it t
employee
thee
from
oninlinteati,n, Department was transport
e 1 t kai-aa 11,-pital in Santa Clara after suf
le nog treene .1 -ei/iire Nleenelae, afternoon, accord
I) ui i riot it the San .lose Fire
Dipaitill, :it
.111)
ti iii V1 1111S1’
nat released la;
the I Im, r -at% Polite Department. was turtles
per fed after t Nvorker Nlarthei Jimenez. ;in leper
AI hilt
till. according to Rich Sol, a
etoloi dint tor lot thoe commuter reenter
called to hier and when (thee vertu-in
finiteI re-paid she went to her office’ and noticed
-the wis having a seizure Martha called 911 and
A

then she. called nie." Seel said
San .losee State Univers0 police officer
:Mar vann Lambert said the victim was taken to
the lit tspital for observation.
itt I he time we got here slur was OK, hut you
are not sopposed toe drive titter has ing a seizure,"
Lambert said.
The’ hi ii’ do.part merit, ;en ambulance and ITN)
n.sponded to thee call behind Clark Library,
which is standard operating procedure, according to Lambert.
Sgt John Lavvs of UPI) said that medical aid
calls where. the police arrive. and give minor
medical aid happen frequently at Sall
"Wu go on at least one medical aid call a day,
sometiines as many as three. Seizures are a very
common type of medical aid call," Laws said.

Chico, Shaw said.
Mateo, a biological science
majoir, said he. gravitated
toward the ethics team at Chico
State. after upsetting opponents, even to thee point of tears,
during debate team competitions.
He wanted to find less personal competition.
The ethics team matched his
needs perfectly.
"This way I don’t attack
other people’s arguments and
so it’s not a personal thing,"
said Mateo.
In Ethics Bowl competition,
teams are given ethical issue
dilemmas which they were sent
by bowl officials three weeks
before the contest to address
and are judged on a point basis,
Shay,. said.
Team member Marc Madden
said the. difference between the’
ethics team and a debate team
is that ethics team competitions
take into account philosophical
and ethical arguments.
In each round the two teams

answer tao different
111l1Sl
dilemma questions and are
judged on a point system in
terms of intelligibility, ethical
relevance, avoidance of ethical
irrelevance tenet .judgment,
according official Ethics Bowl
rules.
The teams do not answer the
same ethical dilemma questions.
After the team proposes an
ethical solution to the dilemma,
there is a 10-minute period
where the any of thee three’
judges can question the team
about its solution.
Then a moderator reads an
alternate solution and the team
has to accept or challenge the
moderator’s solution or could
accept it and add additional
considerations.
Each team in the bowl had
twee rounds of competition for a
total of four dilemmas analyzed, according to Shaw.
Madden said he. enjeved the
experience but was gLed to be
back in San Jose.

Technology: Public hearings
Continued from page 1
arts in quality insurance.
Brian Aquino. an industrial technology major,
opposes the propeesal.
"The programs are really useful," he. said, "especially her people who are niorte into hands-on education."
Two years ago. S.ISIT initiated a campus-wid(’
evaluation of its 280 academic programs.
of’
Sylvia Hutchinson, public affairs if
University Advancement. said the review was a
result of the. fact. that S.JSU simply does not have
enough financial resources to maintain the quality of education in all programs.
"If they wanted to save. money they could just
trim it (thee l)ivision), instead of cutting the entire
thing," Aquino said,
The. resource allocation plan recommends certain programs be enhanced, while. others ;ere identified for possible termination and consolidation.
"The university has tried as much ;is possible tee
collect pertinent informatiOn." Hettchinson said
ahout the recommendations.
According to a May 1997 final decisions report
from Linda I. li;1111. provost and vice president her
Academic Affioirs. the Division of Technology programs have declined for several years, and the

I)ivision has not been able to make the necessary
changes to reverse the’ decline.
"We have really tried tee understand the reasnn
ing behind this," Division of Technology Chair Seth
P. Bates said. "It (the proposal/seemed to be based
on an inaccurate view eel our programs
According to Bates, enrollments in the Division
are steady ;mei 93 percent of graduates are placed
in jobs, with 87 percent getting jobs within their
field.
"Since last Nlay we’ve had a steady influx of letters," Bates said. "We haven’t seen te single letter
that supports the proposal."
According to the final decisions report, current
students will be able. to complete. their degree’s and
filculty will receive. appropriate reassignments if
the. Division of Technology is terminated.
"Wee in flee department have. spoken many,
many times. Now people need to hear from the outside,’" Bates said of the upcoming hearings.
The. hearings on the remixes:RI to u.niiiiiate the
held ten Monday.
Division of Technology will
March 16, from 7:30 to 10.30 a.m and on Tuesday,
March 31, from 6 to 9 p.m.
For ffirther information about the. hearings or
the. review process. call Nlatireen Glancy, chair of
92.1 :i011:i
the Curriculum Coalmen, e

Student loans: Banks lose too
Continued from page 1
senior vice president at Bank of
of its
America and in
national student lending group,
"The Bank of America is commit
teed tee make. loans through the
1998-99 school year ... however,
if the rate is not changed Wei will
not continue students loans."
Cannon said they are going tee
stick out the year because of all
Obligatiial to schools and cos learners. but the July 1 law as
well as the proposal would lose.
money for Bank of America.
(Iannon said even if the proposal is passed. Bank of America
will still be. likely to exit the program.
eryonee acknoewledges that
the. lairrent law change is unacceptable," Cannon said.
According to ( leignon the.
whole situation is "ass -backwards."
"I’m not concerned whether
the banks are concerned about
profits." Gagmen said. "Beeeeple.

who borrow money need it, and
even if the interest rates are
lower, they’re ( lenders) still making money."
(71innon stead Bank of America
is committed tee helping students, but as an institution, it
needs a reasoniible return.
"I still believe. well come to a
satisfactory conclusion," she.
said,
He ’(’reuse lenders in the student loan pleograni have to set
the
interest rates based on
those determined by thee US.
Treasury Department, every
July 1 the U.S. Department of
Education notifies le.iiders of
changing rates.
Legislation from the. 1993
budget deal established the new
law that would bind lenders fcc
adjusting interest rites Iiiised oil
the annual interest of a 10 year
treasury note plus an additional
1 percent instead of the current
3 -month treasury bill plus :1.1
percent.

"The problem is that it’s sucli
investment, and it’s
a he
hard toe predict what’s going to
happen," said (.4innon. Banks
they have 1111
;ore 1.11111iliSy
Way ill kflOWIllg what interest
rates will bee in 14) years, she.
said.
According to Pfaff, thee Clinton
Administration has done. ;i loot to
I adle students.
"This is one. of many items
t hey. e pushed through to benefit the students.- Pfaff said "But
they are going tee do something
to take care of thee banks taxa"
Taking care of the banks
comes in the form of the
Treasury Department’s proposal, which if approved ley
Congress, will keep the projected
interest rate at 7 percent. but
allow thee lenders tee continue.
se ’fling the rate based on a 91
day treasury bill plus 2.3 per
cent.

GRE
Not Ready for the April 4 Test?
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accelerated GRE Course
Classes Start March 14 # Only $395
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CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no dabn far products or
services advertised below nor is
thew any parent’s bridled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Rex PT/FT positions
Days, Eve, Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260-7929.

EMPLOYMENT

HELP NEEDED TO CARE FOR
SPECIAL NEEDS YOUNG ADULT.
Salary negotiable. Live-in or out.
Requirements: Applicants must
have patience and a good heart.
Must be able to watch her in the
afternoon after school, 3 or 4
days per week until father gets
home. Also on weekends when
father is working. PREFER FEMALE
APPLICANTS !! For more info or an
interview, please call Allan at
408.810-8900 or 408923-6900.

DRIVERS NEEDED br new Dorrinds
Pizza store! Make extra cash!
Earn up to $9-$14/hr. Need car.
Insurance. DL, Good DMV. Call
Rick after 4pm. 408-4483722.
Domino’s - 1659 Branham Lane.
SHIPPING/REC - PT, Fast -paced
Plintig distr. Nr SJSU. Flex hrs.
Exp a .. Call Lisa 408,2751784.
ASSISTANT: 5-20 HOURS/WEEK
Database entry/maintenance
Word Perfect and ACT.
880 and The Alameda.
Call 1888.908.7456 x 9200.

ATTENTION
Education and Science Majors
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
IS looking for enthusiastic
instructors for our afterschool
PT CUSTOMER SERVICE 1-5pm. Science Clubs & Summer Camps.
K 6th Grade. Will Train.
M F. Answer phones. It. clerical.
515/hr.
Nr SJSU. Call Lisa 408-2751784.
To Apply Please Call
16002119796.
PM
TUTOR viii gucps K4swerkds
be part of dynamic int’l team.
Summer foreign travel! 929-5617. RECEPTIONIST NEEDED PT/FT
e mail: Ms.Kuo@Mail Excitecom Avail now. Room for growth in
Commercial Pnnting industry. Call
10 minutes from campus.
Marc @ 165119642700.
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & NOES
Thinking about a career working Psych/SpEd/undeigrad/grad/OTs
with elementary age children? The SLPs: Learn/do Discrete Trial
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is Teaching w/3 yo autistic girl. Exp.
now hiring for school age child a + but not req’d. 4-8 hrs/wk, flexcare centers in San Jose. Cupertino. ible. Pay commensurate w/exp.
Santa Clara. Los Gatos & Milpitas. 15 min form campus. 926-3944.
Full &part time positions available.
hours flexible around school Fun SERVERS - APPUCATIONS NOW
staff teams, great experience being accepted for servers who
in working with elementary age are energetic, friendly, and hard
children, career advancement and working. Day and Evening shifts
good training opportunities. available. Apply in person: 24. ME.
Teachers require minimum 6 units at The Old Spaghetti Factory, 51
in ECE, Recreation. Psychology. N. San Pedro. downtown San Jose.
Sociology, and/a Physical Education.
Please call Beth Profio at 408 TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
291 8894 for more information sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
and locations.
Flexible hrs. 9arn9pm. Downtown
SVAM INSTRUCTORS/UFEGUARDS near lightral 4 blocks from SJSU.
Los Gatos Swim And Racquet Hourly 5$ plus bonus Media
Club Must have CPR. First Aide. Promotions 494-0200.
and Lifeguard training certificate
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
WSI preferred for instructors
Women ages 21 29, healthy,
Need experienced Children’s
responsible, all nationalities.
Swim Team Asst. Coach. Apply in
Give the gift of life!
person, 14700 Oka Road. Los
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
Gatos. CA.14081356-2136.
Bonus fa Chinese & Japanese dcnors
PLEASE CALL WWFC
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
800-314-9996
Elem school age rec program.
P/T from 2 6prn. M F during the
morning
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
school year. Some P/T
positions available from approx for USING OCS and flight training.
lam-harm. F/T dunng summer day Salary 30 36K/yr. Tuition assiscamp prog. XInt salary, no ECE tance available. Must be: F/T
units req. Los Gatos Saratoga Rec student or possess BA/BS.
Dept. Call Janet at 354 8700 x223, US citizen, under 28 years old.
iNot available school year) Call for Call Capt. Soya at 408-971 3791.
summer employ: lifeguards, camp
leaders. perf. & cultural arts carnet DAYCARE TEACHERS. 8-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with
Flexible hours Call 3634182
Immediate Openings Start Today! children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
TECHNICAL WRITER Positron
available 5 hours per week, $10 CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
per hour. Must be enrolled in at remodeled Chevron stations.
SJSU School of English. Contact 2 locations. 6.50/hour F/T,
he Student Union Director’s Office, P/T. flex hours. Call 295-3984.
Ask for Ophelia.
9246310.
FOODSERVERS
BUSSERS
BARTENDERS
Contact
Darlene or Rob
After 11:00am
Tuesday Saturday
La Rtnconada Country Club
14595 Clearview Drive
Los Gatos, CA 95032
(408)3954181
ECE STUDENTS: Join the teaching
team at our NAEYC accredited.
corporate sponsored. work site
child care center at Good Sam
’,le schedules to
Hospital!
work around your class & study
needs. ECE units & experience
required. FAX resume 4085592619
or call 408.559 2453.
INTERNET sownorrs COMPANY
Seeks HTML & Java Programmers.
No expenence nec. but knowledge
of HTML and indepth knowledge
of C a plus, Flex schedule. 10-20
hrs/week. Rates: 512+ but neg.
based on skill & exp. Resumes to
allOrmservice.com or fax to 650
328.4350. Prefer CS major/minor.
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handlools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light
office work, shipping & receiving.
Team player mentality a must.
Campbell, CA. Fax resume to:
408/3705743
MAIM SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing industry Excellent earn
ings & benefits jxftential All major
employers Ask us howl 517 324
3115 ext. A60411
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free information
Call 410 783 8272

A._

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area, Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-650-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

SHARED HOUSING WORD PROCESSING

INSURANCE

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
SECURITY
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Full and Part Time Positions
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Graves, Swings and Weekends
’Good Student" "Family Multi-car’
Low key job sites
Will train
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
Abcom Private Security
NO HASSLE
408-247-4827
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in the Great Outdoors.
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Forestry, Wildlife Preserves. ConAuto Insurance
cessionaires, Firefighters & more.
LOW RATES
Competitive wages + benefits.
SR-22’s on the Same Day
Ask us how! 517-324-3110 ext.
N60411.
Hinng Now. Bilingual
(English/Spanish)
CRUSE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS
World
Travel.
Excellent benefits.
PEN: 408247-3734
Ask us how! 517-324-3090 ext.
FAX: 408-247-5417
C60411.

SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal 408286-5880 orapplyinpascn
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
5550 Mendian Ave. SJ.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen corps at the San Jose Conservation Corps. Seeking self-motivated
individuals to work with at risk"
youth for yearlong positions. High
School diploma required & ability
to get class B license. $6.25
hourly plus benefits. NI/Part-time.
Call Joe 408/283-7164. EOE.

LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
*Cancelled of Rejected
Dui Suspended License
Accidents *Tickets
Immediate SR Filings
*Good Driver Discount
Non/Owner Operator
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS Sam - 8pm, Monday - Saturday
available. Easy hours. Good Free Phone Quotes
Call Us Now...
money. Ask for Mike, 261-1323.
(408) 241-5400
GRAPHIC ARTIST Position avail- S1,000’s Weekly PoocessIng MaN ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
able 18-20 hours per week. Must $1 Per Envelope! (407) 2457393.
be enrolled in the SJSU School of Free $10 Phone Card just fcr calling.
Art. Contact the Student Union
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS
Directors office. 924-6310.
Earn to $2,000/month. Free world MPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOO?
GREATER OPPORTUNITIES is travel (Europe. Caribbean. etc.). Have questions?
seeking caring people to be paid Get the #1 source! Ring: (919) *Curious?
Need a study break?
roommates/ ILS Instructors or 933-1939 ext. C238.
Make friends, have hint
Support Specialists to,P.adultS,
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
POSTAL EXAM INFO
PT/FT. benefits. 248.4464.
Every Wednesday. 5:3137:00pm
Call 1-800-626-6618x9390.
8am - 9pm 7 days.
Student Union, Pacheco Room
HOME PROGRAM TUTOR. Work w/
(Except 3/11.4/8 Montalvo Rm)
8 year old disabled boy. Afternoons.
Everyone Welcome!
4.6 hrs/week. Training provided.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
Episcopal Canterbury Community
up to $600/month!
Chnstine:4089459945.
408.293,2401. ABLange@aolcom
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old. http://meritiasaolcom/F,oiCornrnal
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Small World Schools has Part
Contact California Cryobank MISSING SOMETHING?
Time and Full Time. a.m and
p.m.. permanent and summer 1650-324 1900, M,F, 8-4:30, Need a spiritual boost?
Need a break? Try Out
positions available. Units in CD.
The EnNghtemient Support Group
ECE, Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
If you are interested in working
@ The Book CafØ Center
with a high quality child care
3483.95 S. Bascom
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
company call 408-379-3200 x 21.
Fundraising opportunities
(408)978-8034
available. No financial obligation. Gnostic:Ai faths & nterdenordnarional
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
Others par its always new arid vital."
Great for clubs.
P/T Elementary Schools.
For more information call
It supports me in my life..."
Degree or Credential NOT Required.
"I get in contact with the real me.
1888151.A Plus ext. 51.
Opportunity fa Teachrg Experience.
expenence wholeness."
Need Car.
Voce Mal:1408)287-4170 ed. 408
Suggested Donation:
The pnce you pay for a movie.
EOE/ME
ASIAN INDIAN SPERM DONOR
NEEDED! Loving couple hoping to
find someone with Asian Indian
background with black hair, brown
black eyes. 5’5" & over. Age 1838. Generous compensation.
If you can help us. please call
1-800886-9373 ext. 6608.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Sales, Customer Support
Technician. Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Cal 408/942-8866
or fax to 408/942-8280
Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.

OffiNM

FUNDRAISING

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one in company car. Good
dnving & teaching skill. HS Grad.
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
999W. San Carlos St. 971 7557.
www.deluxedriving.com

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Te
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexi
ble hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 244 1968 x16.

WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
"Where quality is a must"
Specialiang in minor and
midsize damage .Free detailing
Free pick up Free delivery
.Free estimates .Insurance Work
All makes & models
We accept: Visa. Master Card.
Discover & Amencan Express
Phn: 408/287 8337
440 N. First St. #120 San Jose

STUDENT 8Vor PRO THERAPISTS
VALET PARKING Local company for Autistic girl. $12./hour, more
looking for people. Flexible for experience. Paid training. Pan
schedule PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to time afternoons & weekends.
Please call 408/946-8211.
$15 per hour. 867 7275.

AUTO SERVICES

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here. Line is 30

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

TRAVEL
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE - SUMMER ’96
WESTCOAST DEP’S $478 R/T
Menco/Canbb $209-5249 R/T
HAWAII $119 o/w
Call 415-834-9192
http://www airhitch.org

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY

FAX: 408-924-3282
HEALTH & BEAUTY

MEN & WOMEN
ROOMS AVAILABLE in San Jose CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
VVORD PROCESSING.
State University Club. Located
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing
conveniently close to campus on ThesesTemi PapersResumes
or using chemicals. Let us
Group Projects
the corner of 8th and San
permanently remove your
Salvadore. Quiet, comfortable All formats, including APA 4th Ed.
unwanted hair. Back - Chest- Lip
Laser Printer. Experienced,
residence, ideal for faculty, staff
Bikini Chin -Tummy etc.
Dependable, Quick Return.
or visiting scholars. Cal 293-1735.
Students & faculty receive 15%
Almaden/Branham area.
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
14081 264-4504.
made before 5/30/98. Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
HAWAII HOUSING EXCHANGE.
(408) 379-3500.
great
Term
papers,
thesis
resumes.
3 bdrm/2bath home with
group projects.etc. I have a
mountain views. Convenient
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
typewriter to complete your
location to Honolulu, Unrversrty and
Unwanted hair removed forever.
beaches. Need exchange in applications fly Med/law schcol. etc
Will transcribe your tapeo
Specialist Confidential.
mid-peninsula area 7/98 to 6/99
Your own probe or disposable.
interviews or research notes.
Call 808-956-7082.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Fax Machine. Notary Public
247-7486.
Call ANNA at 972.4992

IKAAINSLE(OANGE

RENTAL HOUSING

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean,
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable,
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-$1045/mo
Call 288-9157.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing
APA. Turabian and other formats,
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449

2 BOMB APARTMENT- $950/1110.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295 6893.

*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing. Group Projects.
Resumes. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar;
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Exp
Laser, PAM’S
WP
PRCFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING.
247 2681 8am-8piii

INSTRUCTION

COMPUTERS ETC.

COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to We buy, sell & trade computers,
excel in playing guitar or bass. All 486. Pentium. Mac. & Notebooks
levels welcome: Beginning. Refurti’d equipment is warranted
Intermediate or Advanced. Loam 5263 Prospect Rd. Si, betw Hwy
85 & 280 near Lawrence Expy.
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
408-873-8070
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298 6124.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
ProfessOrS of Piano
Nationia Teachers Guild Assn
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Staling $20/hr
Call 408-241-6662
in Santa Clara torycia
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW

SERVICES
CHILDCARE: CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
Reasonable rates by hour day.
week. Call Ida. 2781046
TAXPREPARATiON487-3203
RD Rose Assoc 50 Airport Pkwy,
Schedule your appointment
Day Evening Weekend
ComputerizedUcensedBonded
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting
Essays, letters. application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall

TUTORING
ENGUSH TUTOR
Speaking. Wnting & Editing
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica 14081 9788034

RAILS cm.i,

408-924-3277

spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

JLIQUILIULIUJUILICICIJUILILIUUQUILILLILLILLIILILI

LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
Natural. Doctor recommended.
George lost 20 lbs in 3 weeks!
Free samples. 408/792-0323.
LOSE WEIGHT FOR DE SUMMER
Safe and fast, all herbal. Free
consultation. 30 Jay money back.
408/792-3480.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to speciRc telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
ieminded that, when maidng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods w services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate al firms
Awing enclownent Wings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

Daily
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ACROSS
I Like some
landings
V isnl
0 .., ,I costar
4 Son of Zeus
5 Bar brew
6 Lingerie item
7 Confine
8 Female deer
9 Its a long story(
20 Jerry Seinteld
e g
23 - Eyes
26 Ancient
27 Angry
28 Pueblo Indian
29 Justice Fortas
30 Sculpture or
painting
31 Guacamole
ingredient
33 Spasm
34 Sound of the
tame
37 Actor Ritter
38 Turf
39 Ostrich s kin
40 Jog
41 Devious
42 Taste
43 Something lor a
rainy day
.15 Kicker , ,,tarul
46
is a Mar, ri
nare
47 Movie unit
48
Allan Poe
51 Rooter
52 San Diego base
ball player
53 Popular
condiment
56 Cardinal e g
57 Volcanic dust
58 - Bowl
62 Eternally
63 Zuider
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.1 Well known
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64
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67
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Hut
Glue ingredient
Venerate
Intended
Behind in a
boat
Occupant
Raise (horses)
Boring tool
Viewpoint
Merchants
Sleazy
Fixes potatoes
Dwindled
Ambition
Bridge expert
Blends
Leonine group
Labyrinth
At a distance
French coin
(11 yore
Comedian
Conway
Consumed
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Name

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Day
$5
$6
Si
$S

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines

Two
Days
$7

$10

Three
Days
$9
$10
$1’
S12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

$1 for each additional line.
After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 hnes: $70 10-14 tines: $90
15-19 lines. $110

Five Address
Days
$13
$14
Phone
$15
$16

Send check CC money order b
Spartan Daily Classitreds
San Jose State University
San,, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located iti Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10.00 a m hvo weekdays before publication
Al ads are prepaid MI No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)9243277

Please check /
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted*
Employment
OPportundies

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate

Services"
Hearth/Beauty’
SportsiThnms
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Sdbierships

student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special
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Life models bare all but their souls for SJSU art classes;
human forms immortalized with charcoal and pencil
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"...lt takes a lot of
confidence to
model naked in
front of 50 people.
I was really apprehensive for the first
3.4 seconds, but
then it was effortless. It felt like a
warm bowl of
fruit."
Marianne Lucchesi
model

99
assurance.- she said. -It’s a
statement that I’m comfortably
with who I ant, my fimininity
and my st rength "
Hepburn lust tvants tip help
the iirtists got great drawings.
steals from
hi-Ti it
HIP
MIHITIPITiligITh

t’Atoli

ii. I

it similaritug practice.
ty between the artist and the
model.
"Like the artist. you have to
be proud nt your work to display
it. Azevedi I said.
Lucchesi fells its more than
that.
After marathon running and
I ifting weights, Lucchesi ruptured several discs in her back.
She race walks to stay in
shape
living a model has made me
IITIS given
C,11111111Int
ill111
111.41.
in, .1 tremendous ionnunt of

InAT-Th

fie

photograph.’
front
I’ human form is
ustant sense ud

oder
Al.fVcclit

it with i rim arts degree
,r ii.. comes to S.1til-s
....tong draiiiing
uid it Icome
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to hi- home It hi, figure drAw-

1 ’folk tor gerrini.trie angl
he said "If .111 ud the artists’
drawings vier, bad. IA say It WilS
toult. that my prises weren’t
’,mud 1.111;11 hr dramatic enough:.
1 loltiminii said the model’s
hourly rate of $10 50 isn’t an
his etc-models,
issue because.
he isn’t in it for the money.
One it the things he enjnys
doing to come up with new ideas
for his modeling is scanning
Marvel comics for action gestures to impruive his pluses.
"Ntlidlling is like a stage perfirm:ince.- Hoffmann said. "I’m
director. actor and thy writer. I

c4r6erry

9myson t/’)st

try to create in ideal body Inrm,
not to make beautiful artwork.
but so that the artists can draw
the figure.’
Browser recalls his first liftdrawing class.
"The first time, I was kind of
!tyrant’s. I giggled," he said. "But
then you become so Mcused all
you want to do is draw the figure."
Illustrators often draw finmagazines, newspapers, website
designs and movie story boards.
Ian Ameling, an S.Itit’ illustration major, said the art classes help hint imprnve drawing the
human figure, although once he
admitted that he was unexpectedly aroused by a nude model in
line of’ his classes.
’In one of my classes, a long
t int . ago. we had to draw from a
,p,Tr,PTTTpi-T

li.tcittt

fernalt.

MO(10:

:limiting said. "I had hi put my
drawing hoard across my lap.
’Flit- modiTs job is not easy,
accuirding to Jeff Fau.rber, an
5.151’ illustration major.
The mndels [mid positions as
long as 20 minutes with fiveminute breaks before thy next
pose.
Models usually pose on a
podium under a light source and
bring their own timers.
Although he says he is too shy
tci pnse nude, Faerber practiced
pulsing with his clothes on to setwhat the experience is like fbr
the nmdels.
It fi.els like an eternity
standing up there,- Faerber said.
"It’s physically demanding."
Artists and models usually
refrain from speaking with each
other. Hoffmann said it is easier
Mr the class not to know the
models. lie said it’s better to
leave siime things to the imagination.
Masako Miki. an SAM’ fine
arts graduate. wishes there were
more models at SJSU.
"It’s hard to get female nuxlels." Miki said. "Then- are more
shapes in the female figure to
draw. It’s horribly that there are
not enough models and more
variety.Mfidel
coordinator Marie
Meacham said she is always
looking inn new models. Models
must be at least 18 years of’ age
’mil do nut need prior modeling
experience.
"I have in empathy for the
artist to make harmony,LunThesi said. "It’s wonderful to
bv someone’s nmse.-

Above: Artist Ryan
Carlson studies the
body of model
Marianne Lucchesi
before drawing. Left:
Eddie Wolowski paints
a portrait of Chuck
Hepburn during his
Tuesday afternoon art
class. Far left:
Lucchesi stretches
out during a pose for
San Jose State
University art students
Thursday night.
Models hold poses fog
anywhere from five to
20 minutes. Top left: A
student’s detail sketch
of Hepburn.

